
HANDOUT 7:
TIPS FOR PARENTS AND TEACHERS

Provide Structure:  Structure provides children boundaries, while also allowing them to know what 
to expect.  Without structure, children tend to be unproductive and have more difficulty 
with unexpected transitions.  Structure can be implemented through providing rules as 
well as a schedule.  Also, prepare children for unstructured time.  This may mean present-
ing them with options of activities to choose from.

Post Rules: Having rules posted serves as a reminder for children about their expec-
tations.  When creating rules for your home, invite children to take part.  This allows 
them some control in the situation as well as a feeling of responsibility to the rules 
created.

Have A Predictable Schedule: making a schedule as predictable as possible 
will aid the child in getting into a routine, knowing what to expect and being better 
prepared.  If there is going to be a change in the routine, make the child aware of this 
change ahead of time and provide frequent reminders.  
*This includes having a set time for homework each day.  By having a set schedule, it also 
limits any negotiations children may attempt to put tasks off until later.  Post the schedule 
where the child can easily see it.  

Simplify Instructions:  Try to make instructions as simple and concise as possible.  If they are too 
long, children will become confused and unfocused as well as forgetful as to what 
they are told.  Making directions as simple as possible ensures that children will be 
more likely to  remember what they were told, as well as following through with the 
instructions.

Repeat Directions Frequently: Children with ADHD are often forgetful.  
Providing a reminder ensures that children will be more likely to follow through with the directions they 
were given.  They can be given to children verbally, as well as writing them down.  Ask children to repeat 
the directions back to you to ensure they heard and understood what is being asked of them.

Make Eye Contact: Chances are that if a child is not looking at you, they are not 
listening to you.  Do not yell directions to your child from another room!  Use their name, 
make eye contact, and reduce any other distractions before providing directions.  

Encouragement: Provide praise as often as possible.  Rewards may also be given as 
incentives and as part of a behavior plan.

Try Not To Single Children Out:  Children with ADHD may engage in disruptive be-
haviors at times due to their hyperactivity or impulsivity.  Instead of drawing others’ atten-
tion to the child and causing possible embarrassment or increased frustration on the part 
of the child, try providing nonverbal warnings or cues.

RULES



Communicate:  Parents and teachers should communicate frequently.  Keep a 
notebook  that can transfer between home and school so that parents and teachers 
can communicate about goals, behaviors, or upcoming projects.

Workspace: Make sure that the child’s desk is as neat as possible.  Have only the 
books and tools that are necessary for each assignment on the desk at one time.  Clutter = distraction.

Classroom Seating: Provide the child with seating that is best for the child.  If 
the child is inattentive and easily distracted, sitting in the front of the classroom re-
duces the amount of distraction and puts the child in close proximity of the teach-
er. Should the child engage in more hyperactive behavior, sitting in the rear of the 
classroom may allow them to get up and take movement breaks as permitted by 
the teacher. Also, try to place the child’s seat away from a door leading to the hall-
way or near a window.  This will reduce distraction. Special seating may be provided 
for test taking times.  

At Home: Provide the child with an area to complete their schoolwork.  Make this area 
as quiet as possible so there are no distractions (TV, siblings, windows, etc.).  Quiet music 
or even a fan may be helpful in providing background noise to drown out any distracting 
sounds.

Goals: Break down large tasks into small tasks so they appear more manageable and not 
overwhelming.  Have a plan and set a timeline.  Check them off as you go.

Breaks: Children with ADHD have difficulty focusing for long periods of time, especially 
on subjects that they are not greatly interested in.  They also may need frequent movement 
breaks if they experience hyperactivity.  Whether in the classroom or at home doing home-
work, breaks provide children time to release stress and reset.  Provide breaks often to allow 
children to be more productive over a shorter period of time.  In the classroom, develop a 
plan for how the child can signal the teacher if they need a movement break.  

Learning Skills: Teach children tricks to help with their memory such as mnemonic de-
vices, rhymes, flash cards, etc.  Also use studying skills like underlining and outlining while 
reading and taking notes.

Organization: Organization leads children to be more productive.  Here are several op-
tions: color-coded binders, have folders for homework that needs to be done and has been 
completed, make checklists, post schedules, etc.  Also instruct the child to keep their belong-
ings in the same place.  When they are done using something, instruct them to put it back, 
so that it will be easily found the next time they need to use it.

Homework Buddy:  Allow your child to pick a member of their class who is responsible 
and willing to help.  This way, if your child forgets an assignment, or needs help following 
directions, they may call their homework buddy for assistance.  



Use Timers To Help The Child Monitor Themselves:  This will aid in allowing a child 
to see how much time they have to complete a task, like getting ready in the morning, eating 
their dinner, or completing their homework.  Timers can also be used to allow children to work 
on a task for an allotted amount of time, and then take a break.

Plan Ahead: Prepare for upcoming tasks and activities.  If your child has trouble getting  
ready in the morning, have them put their clothes out the night before.  If your child is for-
getful in remembering things before they go to school, post reminders to your child or have 
them pack  their book bag the night before.

Place Responsibility On Children: You may always help and support your child but 
do so in a way that allows them to be responsible for being prepared and getting tasks done.  This not 
only teaches them independence and a sense of accountability but may also teach them to be proud of 
their accomplishments.  

Ask The Child What Will Help: Often children know how they learn best and may come up with 
creative ideas on how to tackle a problem. 


